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Visual C# Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Imagine this scenario: You create a hunter character with random stats and hit points and enter the dungeon to begin exploring for treasure. You stumble upon a zombie pacing near a pile of gear and gold! You attack the zombie and it strikes back! You roll 1D20 and score a critical hit! The 20 point die plus dexterity, against the...
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Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...
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Scratch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Scratch 2.0 is an easy to use programming language that allows you to animate stories and create interactive games. Scratch also gives you the capability of using programming to calculate complicated calculations for you.


	Scratch Cookbook will lead you through easy-to-follow recipes that give you everything you need to become a...
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Unity 4.x Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A seat-of-your-pants manual for building fun, groovy little games quickly with Unity 4.x


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of the Unity 3D game engine by building five small, functional game projects
	
		Explore simplification and iteration techniques that will make you more successful as a game...
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Volatility Trading, + WebsiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Popular guide to options pricing and position sizing for quant traders


	In this second edition of this bestselling book, Sinclair offers a quantitative model for measuring volatility in order to gain an edge in everyday option trading endeavors. With an accessible, straightforward approach, he guides traders through the...
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Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...
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ZeroMQPackt Publishing, 2013

	For C developers who want a comprehensive introduction to ZeroMQ, this is the perfect tutorial. With a user-friendly approach and practical examples, it covers everything from fundamental message patterns to working with multiple sockets.


	Overview

	
		Learn fundamental message/queue design patterns

...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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Theories of Crime Through Popular CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This textbook brings criminology theories to life through a wide range of popular works in film, television and video games including 13 Reasons Why, Game of Thrones, The Office, and Super Mario Bros, from a variety of contributors. It serves as an engaging and creative...
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Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
We all have those "go-to" people in our lives. The one you go-to for advice, the one you go-to for comfort, the one you go-to with technical questions...now you can be the one that others go-to for help with Microsoft Office 2003. Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus is full of exclusive tricks from Paul McFedries, an Office...
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Certified Ethical Hacker Exam PrepQue, 2006
The CEH certification shows knowledge of network penetration testing skills. The CEH exam takes three hours and 125 questions, requiring a broad and deep knowledge of network security issues. The CEH Exam Prep is the perfect solution for this challenge, giving you the solid, in-depth coverage...
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PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2006
In this book you'll learn how to:
	Create dynamic websites with design and usability in mind, as well as functionality
	Understand how PHP scripts work, giving you confidence to adapt them to your own needs
	Bring online forms to life, check required fields, and ensure user input is safe to process

...
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